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Abstract—Pair programming is a technique which is introduced for helping programmers to develop high quality codes. Aside from technical aspects, collaboration and working in team are the important skills needed in practicing the technique. These skills are essential to be instilled among our engineering students. Pair programming (known as PP) is one of Agile software development technique which introduces collaborative ways for programmers to develop software. Many advantages have been reported when one practiced the technique, which include improve team communication and productiveness, reduction in defect counts, and at the same time lessen development time. Among students, the technique was also reported to enhance students’ learning and satisfaction, as well as students’ learning skills. In order to get the full benefits of pair programming technique, however, correct guidance must be provided to the students. In this study, we proposed a collaborative pair programming tool for students in practicing the technique. The tool offers all features required to allow the collaboration for the pair programming technique to work. The tool is designed and developed using Visual Basic Studio software. A database is incorporated to store students’ information. An experiment was conducted to evaluate the students’ performance with and without using the tool. Results showed that the tool can help improving students’ performance in terms of quality of codes, and lessen their time in completing their coding. These are the consequences of collaboration and team work skills that they have been practicing when using the tool.
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1 Introduction

Pair programming (known as PP) is one of Agile software development technique under Extreme Programming [1, 2]. It is a technique in which two programmers work together [3]. PP is when two programmers work collaboratively on the same algorithm, design and programming tasks [3, 4]. One person is called a ‘driver’ which controls the mouse or the keyboard and is developing design or code [3, 4]. The other person is called an ‘observer’, continuously and actively examines the work of the
‘driver’, watching for defects and thinking of solutions for any problems found in the coding [4]. In pair programming, the two programmers will actively switching their roles [4]. There are two types of pair programming in software development, which are:

- Traditional pair programming
- Distributed pair programming.

The traditional PP consists of two persons sitting side by side on the same computer, in the same place while the distributed PP is where the two programmers work on the same programs but using different computers and can be in different locations [5, 6]. The practice of distributed pair programming can be automated with a tool that providing all features for the collaboration to occur, even though the programmers are in different location.

Most of an engineer’s time in software industry is spent working with other programmers [7] and programmers can be from different location and even in different time region. Furthermore, they need to develop the ability to comprehend the programs developed by other programmers or software engineers [8]. Therefore the need to learn PP is essential not only for software developers but also to engineering students as the benefits they can get from practicing PP can help them when working in the industry later. These students need the skill of team work which can be obtained by practicing pair programming [9]. Knowing the benefits PP can offer, educators were also expressing their interests in applying PP in educational institutions [4]. In this paper, we present the development of collaborative tool for practicing pair programming technique. Our focus is on distributed pair programming (DPP) which allowing two persons to work at different computer while working on the same coding. The tool is very essential to be introduced in educational setting as it allows and automates the process of performing the technique correctly. The tool, at the same time can provide the right environment for practicing PP to students.

2 Background and Motivation

Many have reported benefits of practicing pair programming in educational setting [10, 11]. The benefits outweighed the disadvantages when students practicing the technique. A study conducted in computer science classroom showed that students were found to be more confident in their work [11]. Knowledge is consistently being shared between partners [11]. The students also had minimal questions for the teaching staff when practicing the technique. Survey showed that 74% of the students were satisfied working with their partners as they could figure out almost everything [11], while 84% of the class agreed that they have performed better when using the pair programming[11]. There was also one study published on the benefits of implementing pair programming in classroom [12]. The implementation which was well monitored and regulated by instructors at a given time has proved that pair programming enhanced students problem solving skills, improved quality of their works and increased teamwork [12].
At educational setting, introduction can be provided by educators prior to its practice. The practice can be automated with a tool which incorporating all the features needed for practicing the techniques. This is important as it can assist to provide the students with correct environment to practice the technique. Although there are tools available to be used in industry, however from our investigation, none of the tools provide complete features needed in practicing the pair programming particularly in educational setting. In this study, we proposed and developed a pair programming tool with the important features to practice the technique. The tool includes screen sharing application, collaborative work support, floor control, communication channel and platform. Workspace window is for programmers to write their codes whereas screen sharing applications is mainly to support the collaborative activities required in the pair programming. Besides, in order to enhance the collaboration, several communication channels such as text-message, voice call and video call are also included in the tool. The features and functions are needed to provide the right environment to meet the educational setting. Since the focus of this tool is for students, therefore a database is also incorporated. The database stores students’ information and tasks (assignments) for educators to check and comments.

3 The Needs for the Tool

Correct guidance to use the technique must be introduced to students. It is essential to have a tool which can automate collaboration among students to the practice PP. This can help students to be independent and having minimum supervision from their instructors. Currently they are several tools available (i.e Gobby, COPPER, VNC) however the practice requires an effective tool support to address new challenges like communication, distributed collaboration and data exchange [12]. Some of the basic requirements for pair programming particularly distributed pair programming (DPP) are workspace control and awareness, screen sharing enables, floor control, gesturing and various communication channels. Furthermore, although most of the tools mentioned are currently being used in industry [12] but none of the tools investigated are suitable to be used by students. To the best of our knowledge, we could not find any tools that provide all the features which are required by the students. For example, VNC does not have collaborative works support which is needed by students when doing their tasks. In addition medium for communication is also not supported by the VNC. In practicing the technique, students need to share and exchange information between them. While for other tools such as ACE, MoonEdit, GrewPEdit and Gobby, they do not have the screen sharing applications like VNC [12]. Screen sharing applications is crucial to be included in the tool as students need them in order to communicate (between partners) when doing the programming tasks separately or virtually. Table 1 shows the summary of the features provided by the existing pair programming tools.
Table 1. Difference in Features for Existing Tool

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tools’ features</th>
<th>ACE</th>
<th>MoonEdit</th>
<th>GrewpEdit</th>
<th>Gobby</th>
<th>VNC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Screen Sharing Application</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative Work Support</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor Control</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Methodology

The project applied an evolutionary process model; a prototyping methodology. It is a software process model which allows development of increasingly more complete version of the software [13] and can help to obtain the requirements for the system [14]. This section presents the development of the tool. Flow of the tool is shown as in Figure 1.

![Flow Design of Pair Programming Tool](http://www.i-jim.org)

As in Figure 1, the tool is designed with signup and login button for both students and lecturers. The tool has features for students’ and lecturers’ usage. A workspace is provided for students to do coding and there is a platform for lecturers to check students’ attendance (from students’ database) and their students’ coding (workspace). The tool is designed and developed using Visual Basic Studio (VBS) and a MySQL database is incorporated together using C# programming language. The start page for the tool is shown as in Figure 2.
In the start page, there are two buttons to choose; (i) signup button; if they are using the tool for the first time and (ii) login button; if they have already stored their information. In the signup page, students need to key in all of their information as shown in Figure 3 below. The data is stored in the database for their lecturers’ reference.

Next, is the login page (Figure 4), which students can enter their matric number and password to start using the tool. The login page will retrieve data from the database. Then students will be directed to the workspace window. From here, they can choose development software to start working on the programming.
The students’ workspace is shown in Figure 5 below. In this page, there are six buttons at the upper row. The buttons include ‘software’, ‘communication channel’, ‘screen sharing’, ‘google’, ‘microsoft office’ and ‘survey’. These buttons have their own functions that will be discussed in this section. The workspace shows the page of the programming software for students to write their coding in completing their programming assignments.

Together in this tool, there are four types of communication channels attached to the workspace. They are text message, voice call, video call, and email. Students can select their preference for communication channel when using the tool. Figure 6 shows a text message channel i.e one of the communication channels included in this tool. Students can communicate with their partners while doing their programming tasks using the communication channel. Students just need to enter their matric number and their partner’s matric number before sending the message. The IP address and port number will be retrieved from the information given earlier when they signed up (from Fig 3). Then, they need to click on ‘connect’ button to be linked to their partner (on different computer).
Figure 7 is the voice call application where students can communicate with their partners. Same as before, they only need to enter their matric numbers and their partner’s matric number.

The video application is shown in Figure 8. Using this page, students can communicate with their partners through video call/webcam.
At the same time, students using the tool can also communicate through email. They can submit their completed assignments to their partners or instructor (as shown in Figure 9).

![Email Communication Channel Workspace](image1)

**Fig. 9. Communication Channel Workspace (Email)**

Figure 10 shows screen sharing page, which direct students to share their desktop screen with their partner to perform the pair programming. This way, students can see their partner’s coding activities. Practicing PP, the person who acts as a navigator can observe any errors that occur in the coding, while his/her partner is developing his/her code.

![Screen Sharing Page](image2)

**Fig. 10. Screen Sharing Page**

In addition, the tool includes Google tab thus allowing students to search any information they require in completing their assignment. This can save students’ time as everything can be obtained from this tool.
Furthermore, students can have access to Microsoft Office directly when using the tool. Figure 12 presents one example of directing student to Microsoft Office (Power Point), when using the tool. Microsoft Office Excel and Word are included together in this tab.

Finally, after finishing their work using the tool, students can give feedback by clicking on the survey tab. Our proposed tool provides all features required to support collaboration activities when practicing the pair programming technique. The tool assists the instructor in focusing to the programming subject whereas the collaboration and pair programming activities are automated by the tool.
5 Results and Discussion

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the developed tool, an experiment was conducted with first year students from programming class, ECE 1322. In this experiment, nine students were chosen by their lecturer. Five of them were moderate students and another four were excellent students. They were chosen based from their midterm examination’s results. A programming question was given to them. Duration of half an hour was allocated for them to complete the program. Prior to the experiment, an introduction about pair programming and the developed tool were given. It is important to provide understanding about the pair programming technique to students and how the tool can help them in performing the PP technique and completing their programming tasks.

They were three categories for the experiment:

- Two groups using the tool (different computer)
- Two groups of traditional partnered but without using the tool (TPP)
- Solo (only one student- without the tool).

Each group (excluding solo) consisted of 2 students (pairing). In the first category, we had two pairs which were:

- Moderate and moderate
- Excellent and moderate

The second group consisted of:

- Excellent-excellent
- Moderate-moderate students

While in the solo category we placed only one excellent student in it. Summary for the category is shown as in figure 13.

![Fig. 13. Categories for the Experiment](http://www.i-jim.org)
• The difference in students programming marks between groups.
• The difference in the amount of time spent by the students to complete the programming.

Based on the experiment and from the descriptive analysis, students that used our proposed tool were identified to receive higher marks than those who were doing the programming traditionally partnered (without tool) or solo (without tool). Figure 14 displays the difference of marks among the groups (full marks is 20).

![Fig. 14. Difference in Students Programming Marks between the Group](image)

The students using the tool obtained the expected output for the problem given. In addition, their codes were neat and tidy and also they only had few lines of coding when compared to the students without using the tool. From the graph, we can see that in general students using the tool obtained higher marks. It is also observed that the pair of ‘excellent/moderate’ students received full marks compared to the pair of ‘moderate/moderate’ students. Their marks (using tool) were higher than the groups without using tool (TPP) and in solo.

Figure 15 shows the time spent by the group using the tool (i.e DPP) was shorter (30 minutes) than the solo students (40 minutes). From the results, we can say that the students with tool performed their work quicker than the solo student (without using the tool). Although we assigned an excellent student in the ‘solo’ category, he did not perform his work well as in comparison to the students working in pairs (with tool and even without tool). The results for using TPP and DPP were obtained from the group of moderate/moderate students (same level).
Interestingly, the time spent when using the tool (DPP) was longer than the group that was traditionally partnered (TPP - without tool), as shown in Figure 15. From our observation, this might due to students’ familiarity with the tool. They were (group of DPP) still new with the tool, which required more time for them to get used to it, resulting to longer time compared to traditionally partnered students (without tool). From the experiment, we did not see any drawbacks from the students practicing pair programming. This is because the students were selected from the same level of studies. Even though there was a group of student having ‘excellent-moderate’ partner, however the excellent student was not being dominant towards the moderate student. The experiment also showed that pair programming has helped students in getting better marks. This is the result from teamwork activities and collaboration they had when practicing the pair programming technique.

At the end of the experiment, the students were asked to answer the survey questions related to the tool (included as the tab button in the tool). As a result, overall, students were very satisfied with the easiness when using the tool. They found that it was easy to find any information needed through the tool. The interface was pleasant. They also agreed that the tool had all the functions and capabilities that they needed. Furthermore, the tool has assisted them to complete their programming tasks. Finally they have recommended for the tool to be used in programming class. The tool can be introduced to students in completing their programming assignment. (Please email the main author to get the survey questions and detailed results).

6 Conclusion

Educators and engineering educators particularly are always looking for ways to incorporate activities that would increase students’ learning and at the same time students’ collaborative skill. The main objective of this project was to develop a collaborative pair programming tool for students. The tool was developed to help students practicing the pair programming technique in completing their tasks. Pair Programming was chosen because of the reported benefits it can delivered [15-17] and the same time it can help to expose students to the real working environment. The features we developed in the tool were found to help students to achieve better com-
munication with their partner when doing the programming tasks. Furthermore, the tool has been assisting students in practicing the technique of pair programming with less supervision from their lecturers. The tool provides benefits and has impact in educational setting, for both students and educators. As we all realize, besides the academic aspects, it is very important to instill collaborative skills, team work and communication skills to our engineering students. We want to prepare our engineering students not only to be good in technical aspects, but also in soft skills. From the experiment, the findings showed that the tool can help to improve students’ performance in terms of time (reduced) and also their grades (higher). When compared to solo, students practicing pair programming (traditionally partnered, without tool) has shown to receive better marks while when pair programming is practiced with tool, the performance of the students is better than those without using tool. The findings showed that students with tool received almost the full benefits PP technique can offer. For the future, we recommend educators to familiarize students with the tool prior to its usage and increase number of participants in the study. This is to ensure fair results to be produced when evaluating the effectiveness of the tool. We also suggest educators to conduct the evaluation in a full semester; hence can provide inferential analysis from the results.
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